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Welcome
The Olive Press responds to the need for a proper hard-hitting medium to
represent and serve the huge expatriate community in southern Spain.
An alternative to the bland, one-dimensional news coverage that came before,
The Olive Press supplies the latest news, as
well as cultural matters and artistic events.
“Spain’s best
Launched in November 2006, it is Spain’s
English daily news only newspaper written by real investigative
journalists, professional food, travel and art
website”
writers and with contributions from many of
Spain’s top foreign writers.
- the Rough Guide
Growing from strength to strength, the
fortnightly paper’s distribution is around
100,000 copies per month and the paper
has expanded geographically, covering all of
Andalucia, Gibraltar and Mallorca, plus further afield through its
website www.theolivepress.es.
Content that goes into making The Olive Press unique...

• Exclusive investigations and reporting
on both a regional and national level.
• In-depth features from our network of “Best expat paper
correspondents.
in Spain, second in
• Regular campaigns on issues including
the world”
the environment, nature and animals.
• Resources for learning Spanish and
- TESCA AWARDS, LONDON
integrating into the culture in La
Cultura.
• Regular food and drink articles with
recipes and restaurant reviews.
• Business profile section, expert legal, financial and property advice
columns.
• Dedicated travel, sport and property sections.
• The ALL ABOUT series spotlighting various towns and areas around the
region.
• Extensive classified advertising section.

Property
November 9th - November 22nd

Foreign
favourite

OVER 70% of all the properties sold in Andalucia are in
Malaga.
Figures from January to July
this year show there were
4,978 registered real estate
transactions in Malaga, an
increase of 16.9% on the
same period in the previous
year, accounting for 70% of
sales in Andalucia.
In the same period, the
number of sales to foreigners in the whole of Andalucia rose by 18.9% year on
year.
The figures show the Costa
del Sol is still by far the
number one choice for foreign buyers.
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2016
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ROCA AND
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Ex-Marbella planning boss in one

in history

Real star’s
house for rent
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HE vast property portfolio of disgraced Marbella town planner Juan
Antonio Roca has been
put up for auction.
From stately homes in central
Sevilla to party pads in Ibiza,
and from horse carriages to
vintage wines, everything you
can imagine a corrupt official
to possess is now up for grabs.
Roca has been forced to sell
the items from behind bars to
pay for his fines and civil liability responsibilities.
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Spain Property Guides

Don’t get caught out when
buying in Spain

of purchasing property
Avoid the common pitfalls and mistakes
Spain Buying Guide.
in Spain with your free copy of the
1

10

Marbella
top pads

Up for grabs: Property X-XI

Region

Meanwhile, figures from
the second quarter of 2016
show sales were up in all
regions of Spain except Navarra and La Rioja, where
they fell 20% and 2.7% respectively. They rose the
most in the Balearics (28%)
and Catalonia (25%).
The overall picture, according to a report by the Notaries’ Association, is one of
a stronger market in areas
that benefit from foreign
demand, like Madrid, the
Mediterranean coast, and
the islands.
The figures confirm that
Spain is heading towards
a healthy recovery, with
home sales in the whole of
the country up 13.3% and
house prices up 1.3%.
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Spain Property Guides

November 9th - November 22nd

www.theolivepress.es
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over

70 k+
buyers helped
per year

Ask the right questions
Avoid losing money

3
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Avoid the legal pitfalls
Move in successfully

Download your FREE copy at: www.propertygui
099 551
Call our expert team on: +34 800
es.com
Or e-mail us on: op@propertyguid

des.com/op

And now in it’s
third year, the
popular bi-monthly
Property Magazine
counts on leading
clients including
Panorama, Taylor
Wimpey and Engel
& Volkers.
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New
leader

FORMER deputy chief minister
Keith Azopardi has said he will
consider running for leader of
the GSD after rejoining the opposition last week.
“I have rejoined to play my part
in any renewal of the party to
the extent that the current leadership, MPs, the Executive and
members desire,” he said.
Meanwhile, others anticipate
party founder Peter Montegriffo's return.
“If Peter Montegriffo stands I
will support him,” said Azopar-

di.
“If he does not then I will consider throwing my hat in the
ring.”
Another rumoured contender
Damon Bossino, has not confirmed whether he intends to
stand for leadership.
It comes after former leader
Daniel Feetham announced his
resignation from the post earlier this month due to 'personal
family reasons.'
Roy Clinton has taken over in
the interim until a permanent
leader is chosen.

Bin it

Lisa Brown
suspect found
adrift on boat
in the Atlantic

RECYCLING bins have been
installed on ALL beaches in Gibraltar.
Some 26 recycling units have
been placed on all six beaches,
with each containing four bins
- a yellow one for plastics, cans
and tetra brik containers, green
for glass, blue for paper and
cardboard and black for other
general waste.
The initiative forms part of a
plan to increase recycling rates
and reduce littering.
The bins are being serviced
daily and additional, larger recycling and general waste bins
are also available on all beaches
if the smaller units are full.

July 19th

EXCLUSIVE
By Laurence Dollimore

A SUSPECT in the Lisa Brown
case has been found adrift in the
Atlantic.
71-year-old Ron Beasley, from
Wales, was found drifting 200
miles off the coast of Portugal.
The sailor, who has a wooden
leg, was said to be so disoriented
he was unable to recall his name
when an Italian catamaran crew
came across his shipwrecked
yacht, the Doolou.
His ship was drifting without
electricity or engine power in a
busy shipping path and was at
risk of being mowed down by a
freighter.

Run

Beasley told his rescuers that he
was on the run from gangsters.
When they asked him if he required assistance, he said: "No
radio, no engine, no electricity."
It comes just weeks after the
Olive Press exclusively revealed
Beasley was ‘hiding from criminal gangs’ in a port in Portugal.
Beasley, who was friends with
Brown and her now-suspect
boyfriend Simon Corner, told
the Olive Press how he had absconded from bail after being
arrested for withholding infor-
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56523000
olive press
202-204 Main Street Mob: 00 350

WELCOME TO THE FIRST ISSUE OF GIBRALTAR’S EXCITING NEW NEWSPAPER
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DEFIANT calls for British Navy
battleships to be stationed again in
Gibraltar have been made during a
raucous National Day rally.
A group of 11 British politicians delivered rip-roaring speeches focussing on recent tensions with Spain
and backing Gibraltar’s right to selfdetermination.
The Casemates crowd – a sea of red
and white – echoed the patriotic
sentiments as Chief Minister Fabian
Picardo delivered the final address,
centering around a salute to the
‘evacuation generation’ of 75 years
ago.
Linking it to the current refugee crisis engulfing Europe, he vowed to
help as much as possible under the
plea that ‘sharing is caring’.
But it was Conservative MP for
Romford, Andrew Rosindell, who

Blown away

stagecoach.gi
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The Kaskazi, a 60 ft
catamaran on the final leg of
the crossing the Atlantic
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A THIRD British man arrested over missing expat Lisa Brown has fled to
Portugal on his grandson’s
boat, it can be revealed.
The Olive Press has spoken
to the Welsh pensioner,
who confirmed that he was
currently ‘living in a Portuguese port’, but refused to
give further details.
Ron Beasley, 71, confirmed
he had broken his bail conditions, which required him
to report to San Roque police every day, but had been
forced to leave Spain to
escape the clutches of the
‘Costa del Sol drug mafia’.
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Fit for royalty

Exclusive look at Spain home
that was built for a Princess
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England rugby international
demands action over sophisticated
holiday scam website that netted
nearly €50,000 from him

Mauled
EXCLUSIVE
By Joe Duggan

RUGBY star Dean Schofield
is urging action after being
mauled in a sophisticated holiother stories came up. When we
day shakedown.
emailed the person we’d been
Wasps international Dean
dealing with called ‘Flavio’ he
(above) and wife Gemma, both
sent an abusive email back.
38, were set to take a dream
“Luckily we were in a fortunate
break to Spain with friends to
position where we could arcelebrate the England internarange an alternative villa and
SCAMMED: Holiday group and
tional’s retirement.
(right) fake site with profile stolen
But the vacation turned into a
from Oz agent still get the flight over. But what
if we were from a normal famnightmare after the group of The group only rumbled the “We were very angry when
16 from Cheshire unwittingly scam, via rentholidaysvillas. found out,” Gemma told we a horrible moment and we ily and couldn’t afford to come?
the
We were at least able to salvage
booked via a fraudulent holi- com, the day before they flew.
Olive Press this week. “It was weren’t sure what to do.
“We started Googling it and the holiday.”
day website that has dozens of
The group had come across the
homes on the Costa del Sol.
stunning six-bedroom villa with
In total, scammers took paya huge pool and grounds and
ment and deposit of €5,700
Rentholidaysvillas.com is hosted
got in touch via email.
(£5,000)
by with law enforcement on
and
€11,400 US-based server GoDaddy,
alleged fraud
The website looked extremely
which was
(£10,000) respectively be- warned
as long ago as April of the scam and have processes for taking action. If
credible and even had a photo
fore swiping another €29,800 by
anyone believes they have been
a leading holiday rental site
of its alleged owner, ‘Flavio Herdefraud(£26,000) for their stunning vilWhen asked why it was still live in Spain. ed they should contact law enforcement.”
nandes Davila’, who did the nethis week, Contact your local police
la in Mallorca, which is owned
GoDaddy Digital Crimes boss Ben
and Action Fraud
gotiating.
by a wealthy British owner.
Butler, and email newsdesk@theolivepress.es
explained: “We communicate
“I must confess we did think
if
regularly you’ve been scammed.
it was a bit cheap for where it
was, and it in fact rents for a lot
more,” admitted Gemma.
Thankfully, the group of eight
1987
adults and eight children who
Patience of
2017
a Santo!
are still on holiday are now
trying to reclaim their money
as the booking was made via a
JOINING THE
credit card.
three decade
The Olive Press toasts the 30th
CLUB!
The website however is still live,
despite being reported to its web
anniversary of two of Andalucia’s
hosting company by the Olive
yet leading hotels, Molino del
Press and to UK police.
The website boasted that ‘you
Santo and Sunset Beach Club
CELEBRATIONS: Inside
Continues on Page
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THE Olive Press is demanding action against a string
of fake holiday rental sites
falsely advertising luxury villas across Spain.
It comes after we reported last
issue that scam site Rentholidaysvillas.com was conning
British tourists out of thousands of euros each year.
One of its victims Rugby star
Dean Schofield shelled out
nearly 50,000 euros for a
fraudulent villa break.
In total, British victims lost
€8.16 million in holiday scams
last year, a year-on-year rise of
20%, claims the Association of
British Travel Agents (ABTA).
OLIVE PRESS – 70mm x 40mm
FRONT COVER 7 June

www.ibexinsure.com

Worst

We have now discovered
many other websites running
similar fraudulent schemes,
including
Spainvipholidays.com,
Luxurydreamsvillas.com and www.digitaldreamsholidays.com.
Top-end properties in Marbella and Sotogrande are being marketed by the scammers at massively reduced
prices to lure victims in.
Helle Heredia, from Costa del
Sol-based rental firm Novasol, said she had heard of ‘25
to 30’ recent cases of people
being scammed but believes
there are ‘many more’.
“It’s so scary with these scam
sites - they pop up with just
one purpose; of robbing people of their money in the most
important time of everyone’s
year - their holidays,” she said.
“It is too easy to make a website today - just ensure not to
be tempted by fantastic offers
by companies you have never
heard about. Don’t let scamContinues on Page 2
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See our ad inside for details.
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The Kaskazi managed to tow
the yacht to the Portuguese
coast, 13 hours away
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L NDON

BRAVE: Ignacio and
Sergio (right)

TRUE
HEROES

A PAIR of Spanish heroes
came to the aid of Londoners attacked by three
crazed terrorists. Ignacio
Echeverria and Sergio Farina stepped in to save the
lives of innocent bystanders caught up in the carnage that killed seven and
injured 48.
Fears however are now
growing for Ignacio Echeverria (pictured top left),
from Madrid, who defended a woman from one of
the terrorists.
Echeverria, 39, is said
to have been on his way
home from a skate park on
the Saturday night when
he attempted to defend
a woman with his skateboard in Borough Market.
He was last seen lying on
the pavement and his family have been unable to
locate him despite calling
the Spanish consulate, and
hospitals.
The Red Cross has also
made an appeal to locate
him.
In a second incident, a heroic Spanish waiter put his
life on the line during the
onslaught.
CCTV footage shows Sergio Farina, from Galicia,
throw himself against the
door of his bar to prevent
one of the knife-brandishing terrorists from entering.
He managed to keep the
man at bay, before opening the door to help another person find safety.
“You do not even think
about it,” he said. “I could
have simply left, as everyone did, but I would have
left 28 people behind.”
He added that ‘all he could
see was a guy with dynamite’ as he tried to lower
the bar shutters.
He added: “We did not
know how many terrorists
there were and whether
they would return.”

Call Nick
647 072 861

Screens
had delivered to her home, and that’s all
I know.
“If I knew where Lisa was, I
would have told the police.”
He is now involved in a legal
tussle with Spanish police to
have his passport returned.
expat,
Swansea-born
The
who needs heart medication,
claims he was forced to leave La
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Helen Jordan, 50, said: “We
just want him to tell the truth
and maybe the authorities will
then help him.”

286 Main Street Gibraltar,
GX11 1AA
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Beasley said he knew nothing of
her disappearance.
Speaking on a mobile from his
boat in Portugal, he added: “The

See page 27
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However, he insisted he is
entirely innocent and was
wrongly dragged into the
investigation over missing Brown, who mysteriously vanished November
4, 2015.
Beasley was pals with Lisa’s
boyfriend at the time, Simon Corner, who he sold a
boat engine to.
He was pulled in for ‘withholding
information’,
alongside Stephen Jackson
and Corner, both of whom
are still under investigation.
“I was held for three days del Sol drug mafia’.
in Alcaidesa port.
gave me 24 hours to leave or
and grilled constantly,” he He says they believe he could “I’m just a guy on a
boat try- they said they would slit my
told the Olive Press. “If they be a police informant after ing to enjoy the easy
had anything they would being docked close to people mind my own business. life, I throat.”
He added: “They think I’m a
have charged me by now, who work in the drugs trade “But they came to
me and grass, if I go back to Spain
it’s ridiculous, I told them
I’m a dead man.”
everything I know,”
He claims he has been
Speaking on a mobile from
pleaded with the British
his boat in Portugal, he addEmbassy for help, but noed: “The last time I saw Lisa
body had not returned his
Lisa’s sister, Helen Jordan, 50, has insisted her
was on November 1, (three
calls.
family will never quit until those responsible are
days before she vanished),
Lisa’s sister claimed she
behind bars. It comes two months after Simon
when I asked her if she had
could not comment directly
Corner was released on bail, paygot some antiques I had deabout his involvement.
ing €10,000.
livered to her home.
Helen Jordan, 50, said:
“We are Lisa’s voice now and will
“If I knew where Lisa was, I
“We just want him to tell
never stop pushing for answers,”
would have told the police.”
the truth and maybe the
Jordan told the Olive Press.
He is now involved in a legal
authorities will then help
“The people who know where she
tussle with Spanish police to
him.”
is are living normal lives among
have his passport returned.
you. They are walking your streets
The Swansea-born expat,
If you have informaand are dangerous.”
who has a wooden leg and
tion contact the Olive
Police fear she was murdered at
needs heart medication,
Press on 951 273 575 or
home before her body was thrown
claims he was forced to
at newsdesk@theoliveout to sea.
leave La Linea by the ‘Costa
press.es

Missing expat Lisa Brown suspect flees Spain
to escape Costa del Sol ‘drug mafia’

MAYFAIR
ONMAIN

Beasley’s yacht was found driftinglane
without power in a busy shipping
200 miles from Gibraltar
mation in the case.
Brown was due to start a new
job in Gibraltar when she went
missing in November 2015, but

LGBT heroes

A look at Spain’s greatest gay
icons during Pride month
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Find out
how drones are
changing the property
game and how they can
help you sell your home

SEE PAGE XVIII >>

The
Brits
are
back

BRITISH buyers have
bounced back in
Spain over the second half of the year.
According to one key
developer, the number of British buyers has more than
doubled on the same

PHILOSOPHER’S STONES: Thinker
Llull (left) once lived
stunning Casa Mata

in

PAIN’S property market is set
Another 12 months of growth in
for another healthy year.
Spain
been called for December 21, and
Sales and prices are expected more
the
sales - as long as Catalunya is dealt with 10% situation
has calmed down.
to rise… as long as there are
with
However, this has not stopped some
no sudden economic shocks, predicts
6.9% this year.
of Spain’s largest property companies
one of the country’s largest agents.
Prices for resales and new builds direct rule.
According to Anticipa sales will rise
The region is regarded as the wealthi- with links to the region, seeing their
by meanwhile, are expected to
share prices slump.
9.3% next year to 526,000 properties,
continue est in Spain and its
up from 481,000 this year and 21% to increase by 5.8% over the fourth has seen some of thecapital Barcelona Merlin Properties and Colonial fell by
highest property 5.3% and 6.4%
quarter of this year.
more than in 2016.
respectively at the
price rises this year.
The firm’s latest report, however,
height
of
the
Prices are also expected to rise
independence
was
It
is
crisis.
hoped that the political uncertainby compiled before Catalunya
Investors, though,
6.1% next year, on top of an expected
declared
independence and Madrid imposed ty will not affect sales too much, par- and see’ policy inare adopting a ‘wait
the run up to the
ticulary as regional elections have
now elections.
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Welcome
to the Rock

FIRST Minister Fabian Picardo has given a warm welcome
to the Olive Press’ launch in
Gibraltar.
The father-of-two saluted the
paper’s original reporting
and insisted his government
would give its full support to
aid our growth in the enclave.
“I am delighted to cooperate
and to ensure you receive all
the help you need to inform
those who choose the Olive
Press for their news.
“Welcome to the media stable
in Gibraltar.”
The Rock’s leader was talking
alongside his lawyer wife Justine ahead of his key speech
at National Day, one of the
‘most significant ever’.
He told the Olive Press: “It is
particularly auspicious this
year with the day commemorating the 75th anniversary of
great evacuation of the Rock,
as well as coming in the week
the Queen becomes the UK’s
longest serving monarch.”
A highlight of his week was
watching Kings of Leon at the
Gibraltar Music Festival.
“Not at the front as I would
have got crushed,” he joked.
“But I was blown away when
I saw everyone’s hands in the
air for Sex on Fire, the best
rock song of the last decade.”
As for a date for his first reelection contest, rumoured to
be on November 20, he said:
“The only person who knows
is my wife.”

Age 4-18

Fun, confidence-building,
educational classes in acting,
singing and dance.

BRING IT ON

S

cent years due to its environmental
impact – took place.
Then, as the crowds gazed up at the
red and white speckled sky, Tina
Turner’s Simply the Best blasted
through the sound system, signalling
the start of an almighty party.

200
44885

Exclusive look at Pixie Geldof’s
star-studded wedding

Property
November 2017

FREE

PARTY MODE: Gibraltarians celebrate National Day with
inflatable barbary macaque

“National Day will never ever be
diminished. In fact, it will only get
bigger. We stand together, red white
and free!” he bellowed.
Following the speeches, the traditional releasing of the balloons –
which has caused controversy in re-
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EXCLUSIVE
By Laurence Dollimore
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September 17th - September 30th

By Tom Powell

got the biggest cheer, when he insisted the Royal Navy should - once
again - have battleships permanently stationed in Gibraltar.
“The people of Gibraltar are a part of
the Great British family and I would
like to see a battleship here to apprehend any Spanish ship to illegally
enter British waters,” he said.
Democratic Unionist MP Ian Paisley
added: “These are our international
waters, this is our country, these are
our people and we must support
them.”
“We will never surrender this rock!”
he roared in a rousing address.
After waving a letter of ‘best wishes’
from the Queen, the Chief Minister
finally vowed to increase National
Day celebrations in years to come.

Murky
waters

www.theolivepress.es

The thinker’s finca
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Politicians call for British Royal Navy gunships
to be permanently stationed in Gibraltar during
defiant National Day speeches

Three pairs
of tickets to
some of the
Costa del
Sol’s hottest
summer
concerts are
up for grabs.
SEE PAGE 3

DON’T think about it too long… but
owned by one of the godfather’s this historic home once
of Spanish philosophy has
just come up for sale.
The 1,500 metre square country
home, Casa Mata, was
once owned by Mallorcan philosopher
Ramon Llull, who
wrote in Catalan.
Credited as being one of the forefathers
of the Catalan
language, Llull even has a university named after him in Barcelona.
On sale via various agents,
the
stunning hunting estate in Mallorca has 53 hectares of prime land
and numerous outbuildings.
The 13th century writer and artist
was hugely influential on the
island and once taught king James
II of Aragon.
Llull lived in the huge estate near
ANCIENT: a Llull book Algaida from 1250 until a series
of six religious visions led him
to
leave his
a missionary converting Muslims family to lead a life as
and
Jews
to
catholicism.
He wrote over 200 works during
his life and has a
tomb in Palma’s basilica of St Francis,
currently being restored.
His family sold the home in the
16th century.
It sits near Llucmajor on the road
from Randa to
Montuiri.

The only investigative
local newspaper

GIBRALTAR

Olive
Gibraltar
The
19th - August 1st 2017
July
Press is celebrating its
50th issue.
We have come a long
way in just over two
years and we have
been proud to be

period last year.
Between July and
October
2017,
homebuilder Taylor
Wimpey has seen
a whopping 118%
increase in buyers
from the UK.
“We are extremely
proud of the results
generated to date
in 2017,” said sales
boss Marc Pritchard.
“And it is great to
see the British buyers back.
“They have been half
of the buyers in the
last four months.”
So far this year,
Spain’s
leading
housebuilder
has
reported a 13% increase in sales (388
properties)
compared to 342 homes
last year.
Enquiries for holiday homes during
the summer season
were up by 13% - the
biggest growth seen
in the last six years.

Buying or selling?
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The Paper
The Olive Press is the most popular English language publication in Andalucia and is free. The Rough
Guide votes it ‘the best ..for its investigative reporting etc’ while we were recently voted ‘best expat
paper in Spain’ and ‘second in the world’ at the TESCA awards in London.
With a team of half a dozen professionaly-trained journalists we break stories on a weekly basis and
are regularly employed by the national newspapers in the UK to investigate stories in Spain.
The Olive Press consistently maintains a high ratio (around 50/50) of quality news items and
features to adverts compared to the majority of our competitors. As a result, any advertisement
stands out more in our publication.
Prime advertising slots soon sell out due to limited spaces. Therefore, by advertising now, any
advertiser will be able to get ahead by holding onto a prime position and keeping it.

Three separate editions
The Olive
Press now
covers
three
distinct
regions,
Andalucia,
Gibraltar
and
Mallorca
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Find out why Spain’s
Guadalhorce valley could
be the perfect winter
getaway
SEE PAGE 11
Picardo hits
out at Theresa
May in Brexit
blast
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declared National
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makes you a Spanish mountain
peak
left home question whether
at all.
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It’s a talking
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of the Cerhotels, although
country’s
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But as the
home
cleavage clouds part and
of the Guadalhorcethe deep on it.
itself, I realise
green
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what home
missing.
has alwaysreveals
But don’t
been
just take my
tional government
word for it.
Spain’s naagrees.
The Sierra
to become de las Nieves is currently
Malaga’s
only the third
first national on track
park….and
Parts have in Andalucia.
1989 and had natural park
protection
its heartland
is a UNESCO
since
biosphere
reserve but
is set to soar.now its status
Largely
untouched
tourists, despite
by
its close
connections
it is a quick,to the coast,
way to spend hassle-free
The park’s a weekend.
biodiversity, wealth of
the celebrated including
Pinsaop
fir trees,
ibex and
populations,
otter
ponents of are key comcoveted title.its bid for the
Approaching
be new kid this wouldon the national park block,
it is best to
go through
mountain Tolox, back door to
this incredible
If Coin sitsrange.
Nieves, then at the foot of the
At this time Tolox is the toenail. Sierra de las
of the year,
dimples burned
the trees
are auburn
into an otherwise
green and
seamless
tres, there’swith the highest peak
But with eightplenty to go round. at 2,000 meresting your municipalities
to choose
head after
a tough choice.
from,
long days
walk can be
One place
the centre that is off the grid but
very much
With arab of authentic Spain
is Alozaina. in
tre of town,archways running through
the cenreaching the it is a firm reminder
Moors were.
of how farAt the top
is the Iglesia
church with
De Santa
a Romanesque
Ana, a small
the side. Inside,
tower glued
ing at a cross. three Catholic
women sit onto
After spending
star€3 on bread,
and a beer
fried squid
at Bar de Olivo,
Barman Hector
I felt good. tapas
Santos thinks
will change
the whole
in mid-2018.if national park status
area
is granted

other Europeans.”
In the furious broadside,

Full story on accused
Carolina Lishman killer
on page 4
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yeolbutchery@gmail.com
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the wire ahead of a crunch
EU summit in 10 days.

His comments come after
GSD MP Elliott Phillips
Frontier
stated his concern that the
said: “We
current government had The Chief Ministerthousands
created a ‘lost generation’ can’t forget that to be able
by pushing too many stu- of people will need
cross
dents into higher education. to continue to freely
Lawyer Azopardi takes the the frontier between Gibralsubject particularly seri- tar and Spain after Brexit —
ously, with two daughters it’s not all about the border
currently going through A- with Ireland!
levels and GCSEs.
“The Gibraltar frontier afHe admitted it had certainly fects families, tourists, busibeen ‘a frenetic time’ since nesses and workers.
was
but
becoming leader
“It has to continue to work
looking forward to the dust without Madrid or Brussels
settling so he could debate bureaucrats putting unnecmembers.
party
with
policy
essary obstacles in people's
“It’s a great privilege and
to punish us for Brexit.
an honour to lead the GSD way
matters as much
and I’m very grateful for the “And this
and Brits as
support I have received,” to Gibraltarians
and
said Azopardi, who won it matters to Spaniards
Continues on Page 4

The

Refrigerated

he also took a pop at Spain,
adding: “13,000 Spanish
residents work in Gibraltar
every day - and many kids
come into Gibraltar for private schools here too!
"We musn't let stale Spanish

MAYFAIR
ONMAIN

Gibraltar’s luxury hair
salon experience
where quality &
service matter
286 Main Street
Gibraltar, GX11 1AA
(+350) 200 75913
info@mayfaironmain.gi
www.mayfaironmain.gi

or European politics get in
their way."
It comes after Prime Minister May came up with a
breakthrough plan to allow
Northern Ireland to remain
in the EU, while the UK left,

good practical reason’ why
other regions couldn’t stay
in.
London mayor Sadiq Khan
joined in, insisting there
would be ‘huge ramifications
for London’ if it could stay in
the single market and customs union after Brexit.
“Londoners overwhelmingly
voted to remain in the EU
and a similar deal here could
protect tens of thousands of
jobs.”
Picardo agreed with the leaders, saying: “If differentiated
solutions are a possibility,
they should be a possibility
for each of the relevant nations, Gibraltar included.”
Some 96% of Gibraltarians
voted Remain last year.
Sadly the DUP and Northern
assembly opposed
as she met with EU negotia- Ireland putting a spanner
the plan,
tors in Brussels on Monday.
works insisting the
Scottish First Minister Nico- in thehad not been properly
la Sturgeon insisted staying party
in the EU was the ‘right so- consulted.
level negotiations are
lution’ for Northern Ireland, High continue all week.
but added that she saw ‘no set to

margallo madness

has claimed ‘Gibraltar
THE former Spanish foreign minister
may be Spanish in four years’.
the claim during a private
José Manuel García-Margallo made
Management Club.
interview with members of the Andalucian
will occur when Gibraltar
He believes a drop in living standardsmore sympathet- ic to an
leaves the EU, making Gibraltarians
allegiance switch.
not had
“This is an opportunity that we have since at
since 1700 and the Treaty of Utrecht, leaves
the same time that the United Kingdom
he
the European Union, so does Gibraltar,”
estabbe
must
negotiation
said. “A bilateral
lished between Spain and Great Britain.
be“Staying outside the EU and not
market
European
the
access
to
able
ing
would affect their standard of living,
giving us the upper hand in any negotiations.”

By Gillian Keller & Kirsty
Tuxford

Christmas might be associated with gold, frankincense and myrrh, but a
different kind of treasure
has been found in the waters off Mallorca.

Discovered in separate
locations, two hauls of
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OVER 75% of expats living
Roman antiquities were
in Catalunya are strongly opretrieved from the bottom
posed to the region obtaining
of the sea by police divers
independence, according to a
early this month.
survey run by Spanish PropAmong the booty recoverty Insight.
ered by the Guardia Civil’s
Shockingly, 45% of those
underwater team (GEAS)
polled also revealed they were
was an anchor from a Roconsidering leaving Cataluman galleon, believed to
nya as a result of uncertainty
have sunk in the Marina
surrounding the region’s fude Llevant nature reserve
ture.
around 100AD.
The results of the study come
ahead of Catalans heading to
the polls today to elect a new
Treasures
regional parliament.
The anchor and the rest of
While
Inés
Arrimadas’
the loot, which included
Ciutadans (Cs) party is prea pottery jar dating back
dicted to win the most seats,
from the third century BC,
a coalition between pro-incould be worth mildependence parties Esquerra
lions.
(ERC), led by Oriol Junqueras, and Junts per Catalunya,
Consell
de
headed by the exiled Carles
Mallorca’s
Puigdemont, are expected to
departform a government in a real
ment
of
blow for Madrid.
heritage
“The independence movew h i c h
ment has come to dominate
authonificent wapublic life in Catalunya, but
rised the
the identity politics of it
ters and as
recovery,
leaves many expats cold,”
such
they
will now
said Mark Stücklin, head of
hold
some
decide how
Spanish Property Insight.
great
treabest to dis“Expats choose to live in
sures.
This
play it.
Catalunya because of its high
is not the first
Speaking to the
quality of life, so they strugtime we have found
Olive Press, a Guargle to relate to the historical
items of such archaeodia Civil spokesman said: logical importance.”
grievances and nationalist
“Many ancient cultures “It is very
emotions of the indepenlikely
that there
dence movement.
sailed through these mag“An exodus of expats would
Untitled-1.pdf
1
16/06/2017
15:36
be a disaster
for Catalunya.”
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THE new leader of the opposition has promised a
radical overhaul to the education system in Gibraltar.
In his first in depth interBy Laurence Dollimore
view since being elected
GSD leader, Keith Azopardi told the Gibraltar Olleader has
ive Press about his radical GIBRALTAR’S
blasted Theresa May and
nine-point political plan.
forgetting the
Azopardi - who beat Roy Brussels for
the latest
Clinton in Thursday’s lead- territory during
ership election - promised round of Brexit negotiations.
row
to get straight down to busi- It comes after a bitter
ness. In particular with the over whether to allow Northern Ireland to stay in the EU
education system.
“Not enough is being done threatened to put a spanner
for non academic people,” in the works.
he insisted. “We want more Now after Wales, Scotland
practical opportunities for and even London suggested
our youth.”
they could have separate
“It is a policy priority, not trading deals, leader Fabian
only to cater for academ- Picardo warned the UK not
ics but for non-academic to overlook them as wranyoungsters.”
gling over trade talks goes to
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EXCLUSIVE
By Joe Wallen

Reptile update

Junta leaders under trial in
Spain’s biggest fraud case

1

Is the future of budget air travel
in jeopardy? The Olive Press
investigates
SEE PAGE 6

Ain’t No Mountain High Enough
Guadalhorce

Hard
lessons
for
Azopardi

2017

2017
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Historic
underwater
finds are a
rare and early
Christmas
present for the
Balearics

are still some gems out
there just waiting to be discovered.”
In tandem to recovering treasure underwater,
the Guardia Civil has also
been busy retrieving some
that had already made it to
land.
Operation Garum, saw
teams swoop in on a number of homes belonging to a
trio of local divers, finding
42 items.
The three men have been
accused of stealing treasure rightfully belonging
to the country, by trawling the sea bed with fishing
nets.
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The Sierra Nevada
has all the white
stuff for a winter
wonderland getaway,
writes Jed Neill (right)

HE doesn’t know how
lucky he is, with
the mountains on
friendly expat Clivehis doorstep,” says
his four-year-old son,Jones, referring to
as the Emile Allais
ski lift takes us skyward,
soaring above
slaloming skiers zig-zagging
down the pistes in
lourful outfits.
coThe little boy stares
unblinkingly down,
tling with this thought,
as if wreswhy are your skis bigger before piping up: ‘Daddy
than mine?’
Fearless and icicle
cool, the high adrenalin
ence is easily accessible
fun-filled day in theexperifor this intrepid tot.
snow
Mum and dad have
dropping junior off bucked the parental trend of
him the ropes of theat ski school and are teaching
The smiles on their slopes themselves.
faces probably have
to do with leaving the
something
live and work in the Welsh countryside behind to
Murcia, under three sunnier pastures of Aguilas in
hours away from Spain’s
mier ski resort.
preI met the family on
wards the transporta gondola out of Pradollano tonexus of Borreguiles.

TRIO: Of divers

Photo by Telemark

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR READERS...
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Advertising

To share in The Olive Press success and
increase your business potential further, our
sales team are happy to answer any queries
you may have.
Please contact us and see how we can help
you.
Telephone: (0034) 951 273 575
or 691 831 399 or email
sales@theolivepress.es

The Market
Our readers are English-speakers in Andalucia, or
who have strong links to Andalucia, and want a
quality read about the region.
Our loyal readership is attracted to interesting
articles that cover everything from the Spanish
legal systems to tourism meaning that advertisers
of all markets benefit.
More than one million expats live in Andalucía
mostly from Britain but also from Germany,
Scandinavia, Holland and America. The amount of

expendable wealth that our readers have at their
disposal continues to attract advertisers. According
to the NatWest Expat wealth ranking survey, over
58% of British expats invest more money abroad
than they do at home, spending more on shopping
(+22%) food (+25%) and socialising (15%).
Most of our readers are well travelled and show a
keen interest in experiencing Spain, which makes
the Olive Press a prime advertising medium for
travel and tourism related businesses.

25%

58% of British
expats invest more
money abroad than
they do at home
22%

15%
15% of British
expats spend
more money
on socialising
than they do
at home

22% of British
expats spend
more money
on shopping
than they do
at home

25% of British
expats spend
more money
on food than
they do at
home

Socialising +15%
Shopping +22%
Food +25%

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951273575
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A clever and well
travelled bunch
An incredible six out of ten Olive Press readers can speak
Spanish ‘sufficiently to communicate’.
After an in-depth poll of our readers, we also discovered
that over half of our readers earn more than 20,000
euros a year.
In good news for the tourism and restaurant sector, some
70 per cent of them eat out more than three times a
month, while four out of ten people travel out of Spain
more than three times a year.
Over 60 per cent of our readers check our website on a
daily or weekly basis
In a fascinating mix of nationalities we found that six per
cent of our readers are from the USA and six per cent are

from Ireland.
Surprisingly four per cent were Dutch, while two per cent
were from France, and another two per cent were from
Denmark and Portugal.
The majority of course – around 55 per cent – come from
the UK.
Most importantly, over 80 per cent of our readers check
The Olive Press (www.theolivepress.es) website on a
daily or weekly basis.
And we expect this figure to rise to up to 90 per cent by
the end of 2018.
The poll was conducted both in the paper and online. A
total of 900 readers filled in questionnaires.

Social Media Reach

6,2K
13,4K

The Olive Press is read all over
the English speaking world,
ranked around 250,000 in the
top 10 billion global websites,
by Alexa.com
All issues of the paper are
available as downloadable
PDFs opening up advertisers
to a worldwide audience.

• Over half of our
readers earn more
than 20,000 euros a
year.
• Over 40% of our
readers travel out
of Spain more than
three times a year.

Daily unique visitors

10K

• 72% of our readers
are from the UK.
• Almost 70% of our
readers eat out more
than three times per
month.
• Over 60% of our
readers speak
Spanish sufficiently to
communicate

Monthly visits

300K

Daily page views

20K

• Over 80% of our
readers check the
Olive Press website
on a daily or weekly
basis

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951273575
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IN IT TO WIN
IT: (From
left) Rajoy,
Sanchez,
Rivera and
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is in the balance
Future of Europe out across Spain, Gibraltar and the
for

being wheeled
the continent
BALLOT boxes are up for a week that will shape
the
UK, as Europe gears
in the balance, with
decades, even centuries.
hangs well and trulyLeave and Remain neck
The future of Europe
polls putting
latest Brexit referendum
key vote.
future of up to a miland neck before tomorrow's
to leave, then the
gets
And if Britain opts Gibraltarians will hinge on who
on Sunday.
lion expats and
national elections
elected in Spain’s PP party has already warned
if
After all, the
their right to work
expats could lose not to mention that it
Britain leaves,
sovereignty
would push for jointWe hold our
over Gibraltar.
breath.

Into the
crystal ball
Page 6

and Picardo, while
UNITED: Cameron
Farage and Gove
(right) Brexiters

Free
varifocal
lenses
with glasses
from 89€ 59€
See our ad inside
for details.

For all your
insurance needs!

Estepona
952 887 125

estepona@ibexinsure.com

Fuengirola

952 465 588

fuengirola@ibexinsure.com

x 40mm
OLIVE PRESS – 70mm
June
to make overseas payments
FRONT COVER 22nd
secure and affordable ways
property.
business, Cambridge provides
the purchase of your new
With over two decades in
need to effectively manage
you the peace of mind you
efx.co.uk I +34 952 830176
from your UK bank, giving
today ! Costadelsol@cambridg
with our Costa Del Sol ofﬁce
For information connect

Online
Supporting the paper is the popular
website www.theolivepress.es, Spain’s
best news website, receiving over
300,000 visits each month. A fantastic
way to get your business noticed, the
website receives around
10,000 visitors a day

Our other sites

the olive press

green guide

In addition to the Olive Press website, we have five other sites.
For news and features on Gibraltar and the nearby Campo de
Gibraltar area we have www.gibraltarolivepress.com.
For environmental news we have www.greenguidespain.com,
which is a popular resource for expats and Spanish interested in
sustainability.
For travel, culture and entertainment, we have the highly popular
www.allaboutandalucia.com, which is updated daily.
For lovers of food and restaurants, www.diningsecretsofandalucia.com is an absolute must. Linked into the popular book, it has
hundreds of restaurants reviewed and a fully interactive comments section.
Finally, our property site www.allaboutandaluciaproperty.com is
a well-established site that is soon to have a complete overhaul.

The Olive Press is easy to read on all
electronic devices.
The newspaper is available on all
Android and Apple mobile phones,
tablets and other devices – totally
free!
Updated every fortnight it is easy to
flick through the pages, zooming in
and out on whatever device you are
using
You can also now read and interact
with the Olive Press through all
major social media platforms,
including: Facebook, Twitter, IOS
and Android apps.
We have over 6,200 legitimate
Twitter and 13,400 Facebook (not
paid for) followers unlike some of
our rivals.

Digital e-editions

www.theolivepress.es
admin@theolivepress.es l (0034) 951273575
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Ten years after it all started, the Olive Press is stronger than ever
Here, is what a few of our contacts and clients say about us

Is Spain still as cruel and brutal to animals
as the world has come to expect, or...

‘Lookalike’
freed at last!

Are times a-changing?
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OGS dragged behind cars, donkeys crushed to death,
bulls driven into the sea... for a decade the Olive Press
has reported on animal cruelty in Spain.
Easily the most fiercely debated issue we have confronted, the Spanish are often accused of being stuck in the Dark
Ages when it comes to animal rights.
It is the country, after all, where throwing a turkey out of a church
tower is not a crime but an integral part of a festival and where
spearing a bull on horseback is a sign of bravery, not brutality.
However, one result that slipped under the radar last year was
the remarkable 220,000 votes that little-known political party
PACMA received during the general elections.
A party set up to lobby for animal rights, is this a clear sign that
things are changing?
“Despite all these negatives, we believe there is an encouraging future for animals in Spain,” its president told the Olive Press this week.
With support for bullfighting dropping each year and with increasing numbers of Spaniards coming out to denounce cruelty,
the Olive Press decided to find out: Is the tide finally turning?
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Just a note to say that on your
10th Anniversary , The British Chamber of Commerce in
Spain sends you it's heartiest
congratulations , for providing
the local Community
with many years
of high quality
professional journalism , and our
best wishes for
the future
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A DUTCHMAN wrongly
jailed for a rape on the
Costa del Sol has been freed
after 12 years in a Spanish
prison.
Romano van der Dussen
(above, left) was put behind bars after being found
guilty of three rapes in
Fuengirola.
It comes after convicted UK
killer Mark Dixie (right)
confessed to one of the
rapes in July last year and
forensic tests later linked
him to another attack.
Van der Dussen was convicted because he ‘looked
like’ rapist Dixie.
No DNA evidence was presented at the time but advances in technology have
been able to clear Van der
Dussen’s name.
The case is uncannily similar to the plot of US documentary Making a Murderer which sees Stephen
Avery’s wrongful conviction
for rape for which he served
you
18 years,
helpoverturned.

‘Stayingpower’ for any business on the Costa del Sol is
an achivement in itself. Reaching 10 years has to be a testament to the quality journalism and aue!happy readership.
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TWO foreigners have
brutally attacked in Ronda
Spanby a gang of drunken
ish youths.
atIn a case similar to theMaltack on dad Stephen to his
lon, who was thrown
in
death from a balcony
a 50Competa last month, and a
year-old German man from
Finn, 56, were bottled the
behind and kicked to

The final
Countdown

the olive

HORROR: Terrible
THE countdown to the ‘Big
scenes at official
Switch Off’ has finally begun.
animal centre
The clock is now ticking on
free-to-air British television in southern Spain after
a much-publicised satellite
finally started moving into
place.
Rumours emerged a couple
of days ago that it was heading west towards its destination, and have since been confirmed by those in the know.
At its current velocity the satellite would arrive at its des- A
SPONTANEOUS protest
tination by the end of month. formed
The switch off could happen shelter outside an animal
this weekend after
any time after that.
horrific scenes of cruelty were
broadcast by activists in Andalucia.
Woe
The satellite has been a hot A petition has now been set
topic of conversation around up to demand action against
Andalucia since news of its those responsible for leaving
hundreds of dogs in pitiful
launch broke last year.
It has been the most com- conditions at the official ‘permented post on the Olive rera’ shelter in Mairena del
Press website after it emerged Aljarafe, near Sevilla.
that the BBC, and possibly During a short YouTube video
ITV, will transmit via the new some animals are seen close
to death, next to the dead
satellite.
Expats have taken to the Ol- bodies of other dogs.
ive Press site in their droves Meanwhile faeces is strewn
searching for a solution to across the floor and scant
food is scattered alongside it.
their forthcoming woe.
SAVED: A lucky Galgo
Most are keen to establish The pens, each containing
dozens of dogs, had clearly Some
of the animals had open
not been cleaned for days, if wounds,
Turn to page 3
while there were
not weeks.
signs of malnutrition and serious illness.
Dozens of angry protesters
gathered outside the Protectora de Animales - described
by activists as ‘the Spanish
Auschwitz for animals’ - on
Saturday afternoon demanding action.
Later that night activists

EXCLUSIVE

ground.
hapThe unprovoked attack enpened as the two men
in the
tered the Bar El Paso to buy
San Francisco barrio hours
cigarettes in the early
of Sunday June 14.
Amid chants of “Foreigners,
go home! Leave our country!
here!”
You are not welcome with
they hit the two men rebottles and kicked them

press

Horse cruelty
woman found
guilty of
starving 16
thoroughbreds
sees more
horses die in
Spain

Turn to Page 6

Amy
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New equine horror
- Page 2

Friend’s
mother insisted
she was “in
danger”

been
AN investigation has sent
demanded over a fax conto the Irish authorities Amy
cerning the welfare ofbefore
Fitzpatrick, two years
she went missing.
Turn to Page 2

SHAMEFUL: Wrapped

in a tarpaulin held

down by rocks is body

of a foal, while (top

All that glitters is not
Goldman - Page 6

left) lies a carcass

them for defamation, as he
did with a former member of
staff who filmed alleged mistreatment last year.
Last night, a website eldiario.
es reported that he was well
EXCLUSIVE
connected with links to both
By Jon Clarke
the police, politicians and Sebroke into the shelter, which villa’s ruling classes.
is funded by an estimated 11 He is also said to have close
nearby towns, and set around links with Sevilla’s bullring.
Last night, however he agreed
200 dogs free.
The centre, which has been to allow local charities and
denounced on ‘numerous’ oc- activists to find homes for the
EXCLUSIVE
casions by local animal rights hundreds of dogs in the shelgroups, is run by a business- ter.
A tribute to my
man - and reportedly a vet - It is said to receive up to 250
Pedro Luis Fernández Castil- dogs a month, many of them
mate Michael
lo, who has a private kennels hunting dogs, with the numbers increasing as the recesJacobs
next door.
According to sources, the sion has deepened.
By his best friend Chris Stewart
President is paid an estimated One Olive Press reader Rena
My dear friend
€100,000 or more each year
Turn to page 2
Michael - Page 16
by the different town halls for
his ‘animal sanctuary’.
In 2012, Bormujos and
Mairena actually withdrew
their arrangement with the
pound, after a string of denuncias against it for mistreatment.
However the president sued
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Keep up the brave fight
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with the Olive Press over all
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Derek A Langley, Regional
Vice-President Andalucia
for British Chamber of
Commerce in Spain
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I would like to send my congratulations to the Olive Press
team, who have
been keeping Brits
in Andalucia informed for the past
ten years.

Simon Manley,
British Ambassador to Spain

Thanks so much for
consistently providing
the best read in English
in Andalucia every fortnight - we even get it
in Tarifa and along the
Costa de la Luz

Peter Whaley, owner
Hurricane Hotel, Tarifa

We approached The Olive
Press to promote Palo Alto,
Marbella’s fastest selling
luxury development situated in Ojén just 5 minutes
from La Canada Shopping
Centre.
Jon and his team were exBritish buyers are
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Join the ever growing
family of OP advertisers
Over the last few years these prestigious companies have all
chosen the Olive Press for their media campaigns
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FULL PAGE
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892.50 euros
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(200mm W x 250mm H)

750.00 euros
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add 25%
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